Why Volatility is the New Normal
At FinNext 2018, practitioners provided different perspectives on how volatility has become the "new normal" for FP&A.

The Future Impact of AI on FP&A
Chris Ortiga, Senior Finance Manager, Emreco North America, discusses how AI and machine learning will impact FP&A.

AFP 2018 Preview: Planning the FP&A Track
Emmanuel Caprais of PTT discusses the process of putting together the FP&A track for AFP 2018.

Why FP&A Professionals Need a Finance Transformation Roadmap
Philip Peck of the Peloton Group explains why FP&A needs a finance transformation roadmap.

WHARTON EXECUTIVE EDUCATION | ADVANCED FINANCE PROGRAM
Acquire the finance skills necessary to remain at the leading edge of success with this program that covers a comprehensive range of finance disciplines. Earn Wharton alumni status upon completion of six open-enrollment Finance programs. Intuitive budgeting, planning and forecasting with the tool you know and love.

YOU'RE NOT A NUMBER CRUNCHER, YOU'RE A NUMBER INTERPRETER
Make sure people know the difference by distinguishing yourself with the Certified Corporate FP&A Professional credential.

EARN YOUR M.S. IN FINANCE ONLINE
Rowan University's AACSB Accredited Rohrer College of Business offers an M.S. in Finance designed for business professionals interested in pursuing financial analyst or financial planner positions in corporations or financial institutions.